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 1Aluminium Industry

alfran® offers refractories, thermal insulation, passive fireproofing and heat 

treatment products and services for the industry.

A company committed to continuous development in technology and innovation 

in products and services.

Our goal is to achieve 

reducing maintenance times, increasing productivity and providing turnkey service.

What is ?
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What can we do
alfran® is part of GRUPO ALDOMER and provides innovative and quality

solutions for the industrial needs.

alfran® provides its customers 
with integral engineering 
projects.

Design

We create more value through 
our innovation strategy, with 
ambitious targets and 
measurable results.

R&D+I

Through its technological 
know-how, alfran® offers 
solutions for high 
temperature.

Technology

· Refractory

· Fireproofing

· Thermal insulation

· Heat Treatment

Activities

· Engineering.

· Materials design.

· Lining design.

· Manufacture.

· Demolition.

· Anchor Welding.

· Installation.

· Dry Out.

· On-site Supervision.

· After Sale.

Services
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Mission
Be the reference partner for 
industrial high temperature.

Vision
Growth, leadership, taylor made 
products and services, global and 
continuous transformation creating 
opportunities for our employees.

Values
Health & Safety, improvement, 
team work, passion, 
environmental care, cultural 
diversity.

Philosophy

+550

Direct employees

+500

Guaranteed turnkey

projects

+2k

Recurring

clients

15%-35%

EBITDA
in R&D&i
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ALUMINIUM PROCESS
Nowadays, monolithic refractory linings play a fundamental role in the aluminium industry. The greatest attack on the refractory lining in 
contact with molten aluminium is the formation of corundum due to the oxidation of aluminium as well as erosion and corrosion. The 
growth of this corundum destroys the refractory and decreases the production yields of the furnaces. In this brochure, there is 
summarized information of the primary process and more extensive of the secondary one.

The aluminium production 
industry begins with the 
extraction of minerals rich in 
aluminium hydroxides, such 
as bauxite.

After that, bauxite is 
transported from the mine 
to the mill, being washed to 
remove the clay and 
crushed before the refining 
process, which converts the 
aluminium hydroxide Al(OH)3 into aluminium oxide Al2O3.

Once precipitated, the calcination process is performed. This 
process involves equipment such as carbon-lined steel 
ladles, anode baking furnaces, calciners and preheating 
furnaces.

Primary Process

The secondary process starts 
from the smelting and 
maintenance of ingots or 
production residues.

The use of non-wetting 
products, with high resistance 
to abrasion, particularly for the 
lining below the bath line to 
prevent metal infiltrations, is 
recommended.

Below, there are types of equipments where alfran® has a 
wide professional experience.

Secondary Process
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Primary process
Aluminium process

alfran® has a wide range of monolithic products capable of satisfying the needs of 
our customers both in total and partial repairs to this equipment. 

We recommend materials with high alumina content, high mechanical resistance, 
chemical attack and thermal shock for equipment in the calcination process. To 
minimize the problems associated with start-ups and thermal shock, alfran® 
developed the Drytech® range of materials, which can be applied by vibrocasting, 
traditional gunning, Gunmix® (*) o shotcrete-Alfranjet® system.

VIBROCASTINGZONE GUNNING / PATCHING SHOTCRETE

ALFRANJET DRYTECH 70 WALLS

INSULATION LAYER LITE LW 125

CONNECTIONS

BURNER BLOCKS

(*)Patented technology by VELCO GmbH.

LITE LW 23

DRYTECH 95 AL

DRYTECH 95 AL

ABR AL ALFRANJET ABR AL

DRYTECH 70 G
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ZONE VIBROCASTING GUNNING / PATCHING SHOTCRETE

BATH LINING

LITE LW 125

BURNER BLOCK

ROOF, UPPER WALL & CHIMNEY

SAFETY LAYER

INSULATION LAYER

DOOR, LINTEL & PILLAR

PUMPCRETE

ALFRANPUMP DRYTECH 85 AL

ALFRANPUMP 50 AL

If necessary, metallic fiber could be used in doors, lintels and pillars.

Reverberatory furnace
Reverberatory furnaces are used in 
melting and holding processes employing 
the heat reflected on the walls and ceiling 
of the furnace, and the effect of convection 
through contact with hot gases produced 
by combustion. These furnaces may be 
static or tilting, and may have intermediate 
sidewalls, conventional doors, or full wall 
doors to access the whole width of the 
chamber.

alfran® recommends refractory 
castables with non-wetting 
additives, which reduce the reaction 
between the metal and refractory, 
therefore delaying the appearance 
of corundum. Our materials can be 
applied by vibrocasting, gunning or 
shotcrete-Alfranjet® system. It is 
available alfranpump® range by 
pumping system.

Aluminium Industry

LITE LW 23
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ZONE VIBROCASTING GUNNING/PATCHING SHOTCRETE PUMPCRETE

BATH LINING

ROOF AND UPPER WALLS

INSULATION LAYER LITE LW 125

SAFETY LAYER

BURNER BLOCK

DOOR, LINTEL & PILLAR

ALFRANPUMP DRYTECH 85 AL

ALFRANPUMP 50 AL

Reverberatory furnace (double)

Reverberatory furnaces sometimes have a double chamber, one chamber acting as a 
melting furnace and the other as a holding furnace. Corrosion, mechanical erosion and 
also the growth of corundum by oxidation are the main attacks on the refractory lining in 
the aluminium industry.

alfran® recommends non-wetting 
castables with excellent mechanical 
strength and high resistance to 
abrasion. These can be applied by 
means of vibrocasting, gunning 
or shotcrete-Alfranjet® system. 
Range alfranpump® available by 
pumpcrete system.

If necessary, metallic fiber could be used in doors, lintels and pillars.

Aluminium Industry

LITE LW 23
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Recycling furnace
Suitable for holding molten aluminium or for melting 
scrap. The proper selection of refractory is essential 
for maintaining the temperature and reducing heat 
loss. Periodic cleaning activities also require 
refractory linings with high resistance to impacts and 
mechanical erosion.

alfran® supplies a wide range of materials according 
to the operating conditions to prevent metal 
infiltrations and facilitate cleaning tasks. Using 
refractory castables with non-wetting additives, 
together with high resistance to impact and excellent 
resistance to erosion, is recommended. 
Range alfranpump® is available by pumpcrete 
system.

ZONE VIBROCASTING GUNNING / PATCHING SHOTCRETE PUMPCRETE

BATH LINING

ROOF AND UPPER WALLS

INSULATION LAYER LITE LW 125

SAFETY LAYER

BURNER BLOCK

DOOR, LINTEL & PILLAR

ALFRANPUMP DRYTECH 85 AL

ALFRANPUMP 50 AL

If necessary, metallic fiber could be used in doors, lintels and pillars.

Aluminium Industry

LITE LW 23
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alfran® recommends low porosity materials with high 
mechanical resistance to provide good thermal stability and 
high resistance to abrasion for a good performance against 
chemical attack. These castables are available for installation 
by vibrocasting or gunning system.

If necessary, metallic fiber could be used in doors, lintels and pillars.

VIBROCASTINGZONE GUNNING / PATCHING

BATH LINING

INSULATION LAYER LITE LW 125

DOOR, LINTEL & PILLAR

ROOF AND UPPER WALLS

SAFETY LAYER

BURNER BLOCK

Shalft-melting furnace
Designed for melting and holding 
aluminium. In general, the melter is 
a melting furnace connected to 
another holding furnace. The 
ingots, loaded in the upper part of 
the shaft, are melted until they are 
collected in the holding furnaces. 
This furnace is suitable for melting 
both ingots and self-produced 
wastes.

Aluminium Industry

LITE LW 23
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Barrel melting furnace
Designed for melting and holding aluminium, as well as feeding the melting machine that transforms this molten metal into the finished 
product.

alfran® recommends low porosity and high alumina 
materials with good mechanical strength and high 
resistance to chemical attack. Available for installation by 
vibrocasting or gunning system.

VIBROCASTINGZONE GUNNING / PATCHING

BATH LINING

INSULATION LAYER
LITE LW 125

ROOF AND UPPER WALLS

SAFETY LAYER

BURNER BLOCK

If necessary, metallic fiber could be used in doors, lintels and pillars.

DOOR, LINTEL & GAS OUTLET

LITE LW 23
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If necessary, metallic fiber could be used in doors, lintels and pillars.

VIBROCASTINGZONE GUNNING / PATCHING

BATH LINING

INSULATION LAYER LITE LW 125

SAFETY LAYER

BURNER BLOCK

alfran® recommends materials with resistance to 
thermal shock and abrasion which can be installed by 
vibrocasting or gunning system.

Rotary drum furnace
The rotary melting furnace is 
frequently used in foundries and 
plants for the recovery of primary 
aluminium. They are generally 
used for the recovery of 
low-quality scrap, obtaining good 
performance on the metal which 
results in significantly less 
pollution.

LITE LW 23
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Holding furnace

alfran® recommends the use of non-wetting products with 
high abrasion resistance, particularly for the lining below 
the bath line. These are high alumina castables which can 
generally be applied by vibrocasting or gunning system.

These are normally small furnaces, 
so the refractory is usually 
monolithic, installed by casting or 
vibrocasting system. This creates a 
joint-free refractory lining increasing 
the safety and durability of the 
equipment. The aluminium industry 
uses dosing furnaces for holding 
molten aluminium between 
production areas.

VIBROCASTINGZONE GUNNING / PATCHING

BATH LINING

INSULATION LAYER LITE LW 125

DOOR, LINTEL & PILLAR

ROOF AND UPPER WALLS

SAFETY LAYER

BURNER BLOCK

If necessary, metallic fiber could be used in doors, lintels and pillars.

LITE LW 23
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Electrical & induction furnaces

alfran® recommends low porosity and non-wetting materials 
with high mechanical resistance and chemical attack. 
Available for installation by vibrocasting or gunning.

Their use is more frequent in countries where the availability 
of electrical energy is greater and also cheaper.

Electric heating furnace

Induction melting is a 
process in which an 
induction furnace is used. 
The metal (aluminium) is 
heated to its melting point 
using inductors. The lining is 
designed with special 
refractory materials to be in 
contact with liquid aluminium.

Induction furnace

VIBROCASTINGZONE GUNNING / PATCHING

BATH LINING

INSULATION LAYER
LITE LW 125

DOOR, LINTEL & GAS OUTLET

ROOF AND UPPER WALLS

SAFETY LAYER

If necessary, metallic fiber could be used in doors, lintels and pillars.

Aluminium Industry

LITE LW 23
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Ladles Launders

Aluminium Industry

Transport ladles

Used to transfer the aluminium and alloys from the melting or holding furnaces to the smelting section. Temperature losses are extremely 
important and critical.

Launders & transport ladles
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Filter boxes Rotary kiln lid Tundish

alfran® designs, manufactures, and installs monolithic precast shapes to comply with the specific requirements of aluminium plants, 
together with anchoring and drying systems. The most commonly special pieces used have been designed for door frames, burners, 
skimming tools, filter boxes, and drainage pipes.

Door frame Drainage pipe

Precast shapes
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Refractory concrete
Reinforced Refractory
Concrete Steel-Tech Refractory

Launder Door FrameLadles

alfran® has developed an innovative range of shaped products in metallic-ceramic material with a mixed bonding 
system designed to provide high mechanical and thermal performance (Steel-Tech), ready for installation and 
start-up without any need of drying.

alfran® analyses each case 
individually, according to the 
operating and performance 
conditions in aluminiun 
industry. Potential problems 
with refractory material can 
be solved previously with 
the proper selection of the 
material itself, together with 
careful installation and 
drying.

Precast shapes (Steel-Tech)
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Diagnosis & evaluation

Aluminium Industry

Our technical department has the 
equipment and personnel, specifically 
trained for diagnosis by thermography in 
different areas of aluminium production.

This analysis is essential for planning preventive maintenance and repair work, 
without any need to stop the furnace. Thanks to this, it is possible to estimate the 
wear produced on the refractory lining as well as to detect defects or anomalies 
during the operation of the equipment. Besides, it enables to keep a historical record 
of the installation to detect areas of improvement on the lining to maximize energy 
savings.
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EQUIPMENT ZONE TYPE OF ANCHOR QUALITY

CALCINER

Wall

Roof

Y
V

Plate+V
Y/V

AISI 310

PREHEATING FURNACE

Wall

Roof

Y
V

Plate+V

AISI 310

REVERBERATORY
FURNACE

Upper wall

Roof

Door

Plate+V
Y

DTH+Ceramic Anchor
Y/V

Plate+V
Y

AISI 310

HOLDING
FURNACE

Upper wall

Roof

Door

Plate+V
Y

Y
V

Y
V

AISI 310

BARREL MELTING
FURNACE

Upper wall

Roof

Plate+V
Y

Y
V

AISI 310

SHAFT MELTING
FURNACE

Upper Wall,
Charging Shaft

Roof

Door

DTH+Ceramic Anchor
Plate+V,Y

Plate+V
Y

Y
V

AISI 310

BURNER -
V

Single Cell
AISI 310

ROTARY FURNACE Wall
Plate+V

Y
AISI 310

Aluminium Industry

alfran® has a professional team who 
can advise those anchors or the most 
effective combinations of them, 
according to the area and workplace 
conditions. We can supply any 
anchoring system depending on the 
requirements of our customer.

Anchors
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VIBROCASTING

PUMPCRETE

GUNMIX

SHOTCRETE

GUNNING

Insulating Castables, Patching

Dense Castables, Patching

Dense Castable, Vibrocasting

(*)Castables manufactured at customer's 

request due to special conditions in the 

production process and adapted to specific 

requirements.

Castables BRAND
NAME

RECOMM. TEMP. BULK DENSITY
AT 110 ºC

C.C.S
AT 1000 ºC

C.C.S
AT 1200 ºC

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION (%)

LITE LW 125 1300 0,91 2,5 (800°)    31,4        18,2     - 

LITE LW 23   1300 1,10 4,8 (800°) - 32,0

- 33,8

   36,8        18,5    - - 
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(*)Technology patented by VELCO GmbH.

Aluminium Industry

VIBROCASTING

PUMPCRETE

GUNMIX

SHOTCRETE

GUNNING

Dense Castables, Gunmix

Dense Castables, Alfranjet

Typical Operating Conditions

Dense Castables, Pumpcrete

Castables

Area Thermal Shock Chemical Attack Mechanical Erosion Penetration Abrasion Corundum Growth

** * * ** *
** * * *** * **

* *** * *** *
*** ** *

* * * *
* *

*** *
** * *

HEARTH

BATH LINING

RAMPA

DOOR FRAME/ PILLAR/ LINTEL

UPPER WALLS

ROOF

BURNER

DOOR

ALFRANPUMP DRYTECH 85 AL 1500

ALFRANPUMP 50 AL 1500

2,71

2,65

85,0

120,0

1000,0

120,0

81,1

64,1

12,6

23,0

- -

-

-

-2,1

BRAND
NAME

RECOMM. TEMP. BULK DENSITY
AT 110 ºC

C.C.S
AT 1000 ºC

C.C.S
AT 1200 ºC

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION (%)

DRYTECH 70 G 1650 2,28 45,0 68.0 27.9 - -- -
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Mortars

Merchandise

Chemical air curing and cold hardening

Chemical air curing and cold hardening

alfran® supplies different types of refractory products according to the needs of our customers, such as calcium 

silicate boards, microporous panels, and insulating refractory bricks, which are also commonly used in the 

aluminium industry.

The properties shown on this data sheet represent typical average results generated using standard ISO test 

methods (unless otherwise noted) conducted under controlled conditions and should not be considered to be 

guaranteed specifications. Properties are subject to normal manufacturing statistical standard deviation ranges, 

and Refractarios Alfran, S.A., reserves the right to modify the properties and specifications at any time without 

prior notice. Refractarios Alfran, S.A. disclaims any express or implied warranties based on this sheet.

BRAND
NAME TYPICAL PROPERTY

RECOMM. TEMP. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION (%)
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Pumping castables
High installation speed
Final appearance like a mirror

alfranpump

Castables
Non-wetting castables with low porosity 
Prevent metal infiltrations
Make easier cleaning tasks
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No.1 "Good" resistance. Low adherence, No in iltration, No brittleness and/or cracking
No.2 "Good" to "Moderate" resistance. High adherence, No in iltration, No brittleness and/or cracking 
No.3 "Moderate" resistance. High adherence, Low in�ltration, No brittleness and/or cracking
No.4 "Moderate" to "Poor" resistance. High adherence, High in�ltration, No brittleness and/or cracking 
No.5 "Poor" resistance. High adherence, High in�ltration, Low brittleness and/or cracking
No.6 "No" resistance. High adherence, High in�ltration, High brittleness and/or cracking
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LOCATIONS / DISTRIBUTORS

ALFRAN-HTR
M 41 plot number 69 
First floor office N 24, Musaffah
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 56 2139582
glmasnata@alfran.com

ALFRAN Headquarters Sevilla 
Pol. Ind. Hda Dolores. A-92. Km 6. 
41500 Alcalá de Guadaíra. Sevilla. 
Spain.
Tel. + 34 955 63 42 00
Fax. +34 955 63 11 29
alfran@alfran.com

ALFRAN Saudi Arabia
Building 4263, Road 120 
Second Industrial Area, Unit 3 
JUBAIL-SAUDI ARABIA
Tel. + 966 (0) 13 340 0484 
Fax. + 966 (0) 13 340 0343 
kmuslim@alfran.com

ALFRAN USA
211 Highland Cross, Suite 210
Houston, TX 77073
Texas, USA
Phone: 281-777-1070
alfranusa@alfran.com

ALFRAN Asturias
AS-2, nº 3240
Pol. Ind. La Vega, Nave 6 
33392 Porceyo – Gijón. Spain 
Tel. +34 985 31 21 51

+34 985 314 071
Fax. +34 985 32 76 93 
gijon@alfran.es

ALFRAN Andino 
Carrera 28, # 7a - 59
Sogamoso, Boyacá, Colombia
Tel. +57 387750268
jherrera@alfran.com

ALFRAN Mexico
Desarrollo Industrial Monterrey
Hernán Santos Cantú, # 228 STA.
CATARINA C.P. 66350 Nuevo
León – MÉXICO
Tel & Fax. +52 (81) 14 77 73 41
alfranmexico@alfran.com

ALFRAN Amurrio
Pol. Ind. Maskuribai, Nave 
B-13 01470 Amurrio
Araba, Spain
Tel.+34  645 773 785
tru@alfran.com

ALGET
3, Rue Neuf Brisach
Angle Bd Rahal El Meskini, 1er 
Etage
20.120 CASABLANCA-MAROC 
Tel: +212 666 95 49 39 
hajiba@alfran.com

ALFRAN Algeciras
Pol. Ind. Palmones II
C/ Crucero naves 17 y 19
11379 Algeciras, Spain
Tel. +34 663 85 25 01
jfo@alfran.com




